Constructing Written Messages: Reflection Statement

Over the years at Monmouth I have developed a strong skill to develop written messages. There are many examples of artifacts in which I have displayed a strong skill in writing. I not only write in the classroom setting, but I am on the newspaper staff at Monmouth College as well. For the newspaper I have to write well developed and strongly written articles each week that will catch the viewer’s interest. The article I have chosen for my portfolio was written for my public relations course. For this course were required to write a ten minute speech for an annual awards banquet for the C.E.O. of an oil company. This project was made up to help us utilize our writing skills into cinereous we are likely to come across in the work force of Public Relations. As you can see in the artifact I have developed strong grammar usage and am effective at writing speeches. When developing oral messages I often use audience analysis to efficiently get my message across to the reader. I feel that constructing oral messages is one of my strengths and will be able to successfully develop press releases, speeches, news articles and many other forms of writing for the media. I not only have the ability to construct written messages, I have a passion for it as well. As you can see in my speech written for P. R. class, I develop descriptive and well developed sentences. Constructing written messages is an essential quality that is needed for most jobs in society. After viewing this artifact I hope you have had the chance to see the great work I can do.